What It Does For You
Gold/Silver Exchange
Members may exchange their own
gold/silver coins with each other, at a
fixed rate. The fixed bullion trading-rate
guarantees that the provider will always
receive more than they normally would
get using typical coin-outlets, and
guarantees that the receiver will always
give less than they normally would using
typical coin-outlets. Both members win,
and there are no limits to the volume of
bullion, or the number of trades.

 Year-Round Group Fund Raiser
 Your Own Independent
Community Economy

Ravenous Moose
Trading Post

 Frontier Style Trading Post:
Negotiate and Make Deals
Online Swap & Trade

 Trade Privately, Using Dollars
or Gold-Weight
 Advantage To Members Cannot
Be Overstated
Cottage Industries
Members have a simple way of
advertising and trading the many
things they can offer others, such
as Labor, Counseling, and
Services. For example quilts,
cleaning, repairs, customizations,
and
seminars.
Community
cottage industries can produce
and offer goods and services,
which are advertised on the
website, and traded as agreed in
the chat rooms.

 Independence From The Banks
and Inflation
Your Group simply leases the website from us. We
handle the technical issues, your Group handles
the money and Community trading.

Trades@RavenousMoose.com
www.RavenousMoose.com
Telephone 406-883-0801
1609 Lund Lane
Polson, MT 59860

Group Fund Raiser
and
Community Economy

t

Why Do People Like The Idea
Of a Local Farmer’s Market ?
This Trading Post Website
Lets People Trade Like This,
Privately and In Real-Time
Year-Round Group Fund Raiser
Your Group can receive a portion of each trade.
Members can swap and trade for the goods and
services they use, and at the same time provide
charitable contributions to the Group.

Website Is a Real Trading Post
Members can make counter-offers and negotiate
before each trade. In real-time you see what is
available. Chat rooms allow you to talk, and you
may come to your own agreements.

Independent Economy
The Group and Community members decide all
Fees and Trade percentages. You are in compete
control of your own local economy. The dollars
and Gold-Weight being traded are backed up by
real dollars and gold held safe in your own
Group’s vault. It is your own economy and
trading network, independent from inflation and
the banks.

Private Trading Network

Independence
and
Community Economy
The Ravenous Moose Trading Post was developed for
the purpose of giving Groups their own fund raising
income, and giving its Community its own local
trading economy, based on the Gold Standard, without
the need for employers or banks. With so many
unemployed, this website lets them trade their
handiwork and services as if that were their
employment, and with no need for an employer or a
bank. This website gives you a unique economic edge,
that was not even possible until this website
technology was developed.

The Ravenous Moose
Looking Out For You

The Ravenous Moose Trading Post allows
people to buy, sell, and trade their personal
goods and services between each other, online
and in private.
Trading can be in dollars, and also be in GoldWeight (the gold standard). Using GoldWeight has many advantages. One is that its
value remains the same. The dollar goes up
and down with inflation, but Gold is always
traded by its weight.
Members can trade for anything, personal and
business, items and services. For example,
tools, toys, candles, eggs, dairy, large things
and small things. Trade for services such as
cleaning, baby-sitting, repairs, tutoring, and
consultations.
You can set up “Special Projects” requiring
escrow. You can set up cooperation with other
Groups to enlarge your trading network. You
can change the Fees and Trading percentages
at any time. You control your own economy,
regardless of the national economy and
inflation.

“With so many unemployed, this
website lets them trade their
handiwork and services as if that
were their employment...”

